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CYBER SECURITY: NOT JUST 
FOR CLIENTS
BY PHYLLIS B. SUMNER, JOHN P. BRUMBAUGH AND ELIZABETH D. ADLER

> KING & SPALDING LLP

As users of modern technology and keepers 

of, at times, vast amounts of electronic 

confidential client information, it is no 

surprise that attorneys and law firms, just like their 

clients, are increasingly targets of cyber criminals. 

It was only a matter of time, in a world of daily 

headlines covering data incidents and breaches 

across every industry, that cyber attacks would 

be aimed at the legal industry. Yet attorneys, like 

cobblers’ children without shoes, are often behind 

the curve in addressing cyber security risks. While 

attorneys have always been charged with protecting 

client information, rapidly changing technology and 

evolving cyber threats now require attorneys to 

rethink their systems and practices to ensure that 

such information remains confidential.

The legal industry is increasingly at the 
forefront of cyber security news

Over the past year, the legal industry has seen a 

dramatic increase in high-profile cyber incidents, 

some of which garnered worldwide press attention. 

In March 2016, the FBI notified the legal industry 

of evidence that a criminal actor was seeking 

hackers to assist in obtaining material, non-public 

information from international law firms for the 

purposes of an insider trading operation. The 

criminal actor posted in an online forum to solicit 

help, and provided “search criteria for industry-
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specific information” for hackers to use in locating 

useful information on law firm networks. Around 

the same time, Crain’s Chicago Business newspaper 

published an article on a Russian cyber criminal 

who was allegedly trying to hack major law firms for 

insider trading information. The Crain’s article went 

on to identify 48 targeted firms by name.

Another announcement in the first quarter of 2016 

revealed that several top firms representing Wall 

Street banks and Fortune 500 companies – including 

Cravath Swaine & Moore LLP and Weil Gotshal & 

Manges LLP – experienced breaches, instantly 

making news headlines. In the aftermath, Cravath 

acknowledged a “limited breach” of its systems 

and Weil Gotshal declined to comment publicly. 

The DOJ and FBI initiated a probe into the breaches 

to determine whether information was stolen for 

purposes of insider trading.

In April 2016, the legal industry was in the news 

again as word surfaced of a breach that gained 

its own colloquial name – ‘the Panama Papers’. 

An anonymous source leaked 11.5 million files, 

amounting to over 2.6 terabytes of data, obtained 

from Mossack Fonseca, a Panamanian-based 

CYBER SECURITY: NOT JUST FOR CLIENTS
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law firm specialising in incorporating companies 

offshore. The leaked documents contained 

confidential data relating to, among other things, 

‘tax havens’ for many individuals 

(including 12 national leaders). The law 

firm vehemently denied any role in tax 

fraud, while also stating that it “regret[s] 

any misuse of [its] services and actively 

takes steps to prevent it”.

2016 also brought the first class 

action to publicly name a law firm 

for allegedly failing to protect client 

confidential information. In late 2016, 

a federal judge unsealed a case in the 

Northern District of Illinois brought 

by former clients of Johnson & Bell, 

alleging that their confidential data was exposed due 

to the firm’s inadequate cyber security standards. 

Notably, counsel for the plaintiffs, Jay Edelson, 

alluded to additional class actions against other 

firms in the future.

In December 2016, the DOJ announced the 

arrest of one individual and unsealing of charges 

against three defendants for insider trading, 

based on information hacked from prominent US 

law firms. Without revealing the firms’ identities, 

the announcement confirmed that the stolen 

information related to major M&A deals such as 

the Intel-Altera and Pitney Bowes Inc.-Borderfree 

transactions. In addition to the firms that were 

hacked, the DOJ’s press release indicated that the 

criminals attempted to infiltrate five other law firms 

on more than 100,000 occasions.

Cyber security prompts a rethink of 
professional obligations

Every attorney knows that the rules of professional 

conduct require attorneys to maintain the 

confidentiality of client information. Yet, in a world 

of ever changing cyber risks, attorneys and firms 

need to rethink what those rules require, even if 

the rules themselves have not caught up to today’s 

technology.

The ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

outline the basic obligations of an attorney with 

regard to protecting confidential client information, 

including staying up to date with relevant 

technology. Rule 1.1 requires that an attorney 

provide “competent representation” to a client, 

www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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which includes “keep[ing] abreast of changes in 

the law and its practice, including the benefits and 

risks associated with relevant technology”. Model 

Rule 1.6 states that an attorney is required “not to 

reveal information relating to the representation 

of the client” outside of exigent circumstances, 

and also to “make reasonable efforts to prevent 

the inadvertent or unauthorised disclosure of, or 

unauthorised access to, [client] information”. The 

comments to Model Rule 1.6 discuss, in detail, 

precautions attorneys should take in storing and 

transmitting client information, while making clear 

that an attorney who takes “reasonable efforts to 

prevent access or disclosure” will not be found in 

violation of the Rule. Factors that are considered 

in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s 

efforts include, but are not limited to, the sensitivity 

of the information, the likelihood of disclosure if 

additional safeguards are not employed, the cost 

of employing additional safeguards, the difficulty 

of implementing the safeguards and the extent to 

which the safeguards adversely affect the lawyer’s 

ability to represent clients (for example, by making 

a device or important piece of software excessively 

difficult to use). Additionally, many states, including 

California and Connecticut, have released formal 

ethics opinions addressing specific issues relating to 

the interplay between technology and the practice 

of law.

Aside from applicable professional rules, an 

attorney or law firm’s policies and practices related 

to privacy and cyber security may be implicated (or 

even directly addressed) in an engagement letter, 

thereby potentially creating a contractual duty to 

the client regarding the handling and storage of 

electronic data. Indeed, clients are demanding 

more of law firms with regard to protecting the 

confidentiality of their information, and it appears 

that such requests will increasingly be a point of 

negotiation during the engagement process.

Cyber security must be a priority for 
attorneys and law firms

Preet Bharara, former US attorney for the Southern 

District of New York, referred to the recent cyber 

attacks as “a wake-up call for law firms around 

the world”, emphasising that firms “are and will 

be targets of cyber hacking, because [they] have 

information valuable to would-be criminals”. The 

nature of a modern law practice, including the 

volume of confidential, electronic client information 

attorneys receive, can make law firms particularly 

vulnerable to a criminal hacking. In addition, the 

increased use of third-party vendors to manage such 

information and the growth of a hyper-connected 

practice including smart phones and tablets, add 

to the evolving risks in this area. Indeed, law firms 

are now faced with attorneys, paralegals and staff 

that have access to confidential, electronic client 

information, at times on mobile devices. This places 

an increased focus on policies, employee training 

CYBER SECURITY: NOT JUST FOR CLIENTS
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and internal governance with regard to privacy and 

cyber threats.

Recognising this increasing risk, the ABA 

announced in February 2017 that it is adding cyber 

security to its list of insurance offerings for attorneys 

and law firms, providing coverage for data incidents, 

breaches and possible network threats. The offering 

will include coverage for expenses, income loss, 

forensics and third-party claims and losses. Citing 

the 2016 threats of insider trading schemes targeted 

at law firms, ABA president Linda A. Klein stated 

that “as the number of cyber breaches increases 

everywhere and throughout all industries, it is critical 

that lawyers and law firms that rely on vast amounts 

of electronic data are protected”.

In light of these ‘wake-up calls’ and evolving risks, 

attorneys and law firms, just like their clients, should 

be constantly assessing their policies, practices and 

risk management, including insurance coverage, to 

ensure the adequate protection of client confidential 

information.  RC&  
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